Introduction
Conversion from the base call (BCL) to read sequence (FASTQ) format is the first step after sequencing flow cells with Illumina instruments. In order to perform this processing step, one has to 30 curate a sample sheet connecting the sample IDs and library names with single or multiple barcode sequences used and the lane information. This sample sheet is needed as input for subsequent demultiplexing and quality control steps. In our research organization we have already encountered flow cells with about 600 different libraries and expect further increases with emerging single cell applications and sequencing devices. Reliably handling such complex information is becoming 35 increasingly challenging. Resolution of any assignment, information transfer, or simple typing errors is very difficult and time consuming because they are hard to detect as well as difficult and labor intensive to fix in an unambiguous way. Any undetected or insufficiently corrected error will ultimately reduce the power and conclusions of the downstream analysis or even spoil them completely. Thus, proper, reliable, and traceable performance of complex demultiplexing is an 40 essential step for reproducible single cell research.
Many research organizations still keep their sample sheet information in spread sheets, which has many generic tracking and software specific 1, 2 problems. This leads to hard to accept error rates and problem handling workloads. A possible alternative is the introduction of elaborate laboratory information systems (LIMS) that handle and track all relevant sample sheet information. While this 45 approach may be feasible and also advisable for large scale sequencing service providers that offer a certain and slowly evolving set of sequencing protocols, it is usually not appropriate and achievable in a fast-paced research context where sequencing labs aim to provide a flexible, up to date, and thus quickly evolving protocol range. This is due to the time, effort, and cost required for the implementation and maintenance of a LIMS that tracks all relevant information. Furthermore, none 50 of the systems we are aware of offers the demultiplexing flexibility modern single cells research protocols require or provides all the sample sheet, adapter, and BCL consistency checks that are necessary to reduce error rates. To the best of our knowledge, no current tool supports complex situations such as different single-cell library preparation protocols on a single flow cell, e.g., with different lengths of (molecular) barcodes. The support of mixed flow cells enables economic and 55 flexible usage of large volume sequencers for single cell applications while circumventing the problems with manual sample sheet curation.
Results

60
compares popular software packages that range from full-blown LIMS systems to tools focused on the management of Illumina flow cells. While license costs are usually low when compared to the total cost of a sequencing lab, free and open source licenses lower the entry barriers for research labs and allow for continuity compared to discontinued commercial software. Self-hosting resolves any doubts regarding storing data outside of the organisation. LDAP authentication facilitates the 65 integration into existing authorization infrastructure. An API is required for the setup of automation solutions. Sample tracking ranges between only providing sample/project IDs with an API and fullyfledged LIMS systems. Most systems offer basic demultiplexing capabilities for homogenous flow cells (e.g., using the same barcoding scheme and barcode length for all libraries). Flexible demultiplexing allows for combining arbitrary barcoding schemes. Systems providing sheet checks 70 proactively detect problems within sample sheets. Finally, BCL checks allow for the comparison of barcodes from the sample sheet and the barcodes from the base calls.
Digestiflow is the only one featuring dedicated support for the management and demultiplexing of complex flow cell layouts. There are few integrated tools for the validation of sample sheets and matching of such sheets with the actual base call data. Not all are freely available to all users or 75 avoid vendor lock-in and thus fully qualify for FAIR data management requirements3 (in particular requirements A1.1 and A1.2). Cloud-based solutions also raise data privacy concerns for human data. Other solutions solutions like openBIS ELN-LIMS4 require a complex setup of dependencies (e.g., openBIS) and do not work in a stand-alone fashion. Digestiflow is the only one featuring dedicated support for the management and demultiplexing of complex flow cell layouts. There are few integrated tools for the validation of sample sheets and matching of such sheets with the actual base call data. Not all are freely available to all users or avoid vendor lock-in and thus fully qualify for FAIR data management requirements3 (in particular requirements A1.1 and A1.2). Cloud-based solutions also raise data privacy concerns for human 120 data. Other solutions solutions like openBIS ELN-LIMS4 require a complex setup of dependencies (e.g., openBIS) and do not work in a stand-alone fashion. such integration is best done by the embedding components and the staff operating the system rather than by the system itself. Thus, instead of providing an either too restrictive or overly complex framework, Digestiflow offers primitives and functionality that can be easily used for building solutions optimized for the particular installation's use case. 
System Architecture
The largest component is Digestiflow Server which is based on Python and Django. It provides the 165 data model for flow cells, libraries, and barcodes as well as connected sequencing devices. Users can access and modify this information through an easy-to-use web front-end which also includes authentication, authorization, and role management. A REST API is provided for automation and integration purposes. The web front-end allows for creating and editing of sample sheets as well leaving notes and comments on flow cell objects and assists users in sanity-checking the sample 170 sheets as described above. Once sequencing of a flow cell is finished, its sample sheet has been approved, and marked as ready by an operator user the base calls can are converted to read sequences and full quality control reports are generated. The Digestiflow Client is a command line application developed in the Rust programming language and screens the file system for newly created BCL output directories. Metadata written out by the instrument is automatically extracted 175 and the new base call directories are registered via the REST API of the Digestiflow Server.
The Digestiflow Demux component uses information from the Web REST API and information extracted from the base call directory on the file system. It is implemented as a Snakemake 7 based workflow for demultiplexing which calls Illumina's bcl2fastq with appropriate parameters after writing the necessary sample sheet files. Optionally, Picard 6 can be used for demultiplexing which 180 allows for the automated processing of complex indexing schemes such as the ones commonly used in single-cell sequencing. After successful completion, automated quality control using FastQC 8 is performed and aggregated with MultiQC sequence) and provides a special highlighting for such sequence. These sequences are not flagged as error but only as "common contamination". Further, if a sequence containing an "N" character occurs with above 0.1% abundance, it is ignored.
By employing such rules, Digestiflow is able to detect the majority of common problems with libraries in demultiplexing. As both sample sheet and base call index information can generally be 215 made available before the sequencing run finishes, problems can be detected while the sequencer is still running instead of following issues in the downstream analysis.
Figure 2
When adding the sample sheet (not shown), the operator made a small mistake. The adapter P37 is given twice for the same lane in the sample sheet while 220 the adapter sequence "AAGACCGT" occurs in the raw base calls but not in the sample sheet.
This information can then be used for debugging sample sheet information. This is highlighted in the sample sheet (a) and the display of the adapters read from the raw base call data (b).
Demultiplexing Strategies
225
The community standard tools for demultiplexing Illumina base call data are the vendor (Illumina) tool bcl2fastq and Picard Tools (short: Picard). While bcl2fastq is more efficient than Picard, it is tightly coupled to how Illumina indexing works. At the time of writing, these bcl2fastq restrictions means up to two template reads ("T"; with bases from the sequenced fragment) and up to two indexing/barcode reads "B" in the order "template read, optional barcode read, optional second 230 barcode read, optional second template read". A fixed number of bases/cycles can be skipped, but bcl2fastq does not support ligation of barcodes to template read sequence and also does not allow using molecular barcodes in places of index barcodes (as, e. On the user interface side, users can enter a custom demultiplexing scheme for the flow cell, overriding the information automatically derived from the raw BCL information.
Reducing
Single-Cell RNA-seq Data to the "Common Case"
245
As long as the output demultiplexing scheme is valid, there are no more than two of each template and indexing reads, and the order does not violate the bcl2fastq restrictions, bcl2fastq can be used for demultiplexing. Digestiflow recognizes this case and generates the appropriate sample sheet and call to the bcl2fastq executable. This optimizes running time over using Picard.
Supporting Exotic Indexing Schemes with Picard
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For all other valid demultiplexing schemes, the sample sheet for and the comparatively more complex calls to Picard are generated by Digestiflow. This allows to implement automated "zero touch" demultiplexing of single-cell libraries from various platforms but of libraries from complex low-input protocols. 
Mixed Flow Cells
Software Component Integration
265
Digestiflow supports the integration with existing authentication infrastructure using the LDAP protocol. Up to two LDAP repositories can be specified which allows for the integration with two different Active Directories domains, for example.
Digestiflow Web provides its data through an easy-to-use REST API. Thus, it is easy to develop new clients akin to Digestiflow CLI or Digestiflow Demux independent from the programming language 270 used.
Discussion
As the first computational step in any high-throughput sequencing project, correct and efficient demultiplexing of raw base calls is of high importance. Still, prior methods for the management of sample sheets and the demultiplexing of Illumina base calls have considerable drawbacks of either 275 being limited in functionality, being part of large and monoloithicith large other systems, and/or not available for self-hosting. Overall, we hope that publishing our efforts in a well-documented, well-tested, and open source manner helps other members of the community in their raw flow cell management tasks. We have rolled out Digestiflow to three sequencing units in our organizations to replace "Excel files on network shares," or worse "Excel files as email attachments," solutions with great success. We are confident that other organizations will also find the middle-way between primitive means and a 290 fully-fledge LIMS system easy both to adopt and helping them to improve their workflows. The Digestiflow Server manual contains a detailed tutorial with example data and scripts to create further example data.
Declarations
Supplementary Files
The Digestiflow Server Manual is attached as Supplemental Material in the version at the time of 310
publication. An up-to-date version is available online and linked-to from the project and GitHub pages. This documented contains extensive documentation of the system and a tutorial about its practical setup and usage.
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